
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is hereby notified for general information that a Nation-wide open quiz is being 

organized by the Gender Sensitizing Cell of Kaliachak College, Sultanganj, Malda on 

the 1st August 2021 (11:00 AM) on the online platform of Google. The participant must 

be a student of a college in India. The participants will be awarded with certificates and 

Rank holders will be given attractive prizes.  

 

About the Quiz:  

1. Theme of the quiz will be Women Related Laws 

2. The quiz will be of 50 (fifty) MCQ type questions carrying 1 marks each 

3. Time allotted is 1 hour, which includes log in, along with all downloading and 

uploading of documents.  

4. The Question will be available on the College website 

www.kaliachakcollege.edu.in from 11.00-12.00PM  
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5. It will be closed sharp at 12.00 PM’ 

6.  After schedule time no submission will be allowed 

7. Therefore the applicants are advised to submit the answer script well before 

12.00PM 

8. There will be four possible alternative answers 

9. The participant has to choose the most suitable one of them 

10. There will be no scope of changing the option once it is exercised 

11. There will be no negative marking 

Eligibility: 
1. The Candidate must be a regular UG students 

2. He/she must have a university registration certificate and number 

3. Year of Registration must be within the period 2018-2021 (both the year 

inclusive) 

4. Rank holders have to produce a certificate from the head of the Institute in the 

Official Letterhead for their identity for receiving the Prize 

5. Failing which the Rank will be treated as canceled  

6. The participants must have their own gmail id to log in 

How to Participate (Step by Step):  
1. Click the Link provided for the Quiz Question Paper 

2. Write your Name in right spelling 

3. Provide your correct Gmail Id 

4. Affiliating Institution should be written in right spelling 

5. Participants have to upload their Registration Certificate in their respective   

answer script  failing which subsequent sections of the question will not be 

accessible  

6. So the participants are advised to get their registration certificate scanned 

beforehand within size of 10 KB to get faster upload of the document 

7. Now answer the question by choosing the right alternatives. 

8. Be sure before selecting any alternative; because once you mark the question 

you cannot change your answer. 

 


